High-Quality Health Care: The Essential Route To Eliminating Disparities And Achieving Health Equity
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ABSTRACT In the past decade and a half, the United States has witnessed major advances in the recognition and reporting of health and health care disparities. Now is the time to move beyond describing these disparities to actually eliminating them. Because of the interlocking nature of disparities in health, disparities in health care, and the role of social determinants, there is a need to focus our efforts on one primary goal: achieving health equity by securing access for the entire population to the highest possible quality of health care. Access to high-quality care for populations of color can have the same impact as it has for majority populations: improving population health, improving patients’ experiences of care, and reducing health care costs.

This issue of Health Affairs focuses on health and health care disparities, and the Aetna Foundation Inc., of which I am president, is proud to have helped sponsor the issue. We believe that a thorough understanding of disparities is essential to staying focused on what should be our ultimate goals: achieving equity in health outcomes and improving the health of people and the nation. We also believe that the evidence shows clearly that an essential route to health equity will be to achieve high-quality health care for all.

Shifting The Focus To Disparities

Health equity is “the attainment of the highest level of health for all people...with focused and ongoing societal efforts to address avoidable inequalities, historical and contemporary injustices, and the elimination of health and health care disparities.” Health disparity, in turn, is defined as a difference in health status that results from social disadvantage that is itself associated with characteristics such as race or ethnicity and socioeconomic status. Health care disparity is a difference in the quality of health care experienced by those with social disadvantage.

In the past decade and a half the United States has witnessed major advances in the recognition and reporting of health and health care disparities. To be sure, racial differences in health outcomes have been reported since the advent of public health reporting in the United States—and health care providers have long understood that many of their patients of color had poor health outcomes. However, in the mid-1990s our collective language on health for people of color started to advance from discussions of “minority health” and the expectation of poor outcomes to discussions of “disparities in health” and a focus on closing the gap.

Much of this change in characterization resulted from a major initiative launched during the Clinton administration—One America in the 21st Century: The President’s Initiative on Race. As part of the initiative, then–Surgeon General David Satcher explicitly targeted the elimination of health disparities as a goal in the Healthy People 2010 objectives.2,3
In 1999 Kevin A. Schulman and colleagues added considerably to the evidence on health care disparities, publishing research in the New England Journal of Medicine that demonstrated bias among physicians in referring African American and female patients for cardiac procedures.4 Soon afterward the Institute of Medicine released Unequal Treatment, which provided further irrefutable evidence that racial disparities in health care existed and were caused by several factors, including physician bias.5

These reports helped create a watershed moment, after which it was no longer acceptable to think about minority health as the inevitable poor outcome for patients of color. Since then, both public- and private-sector entities have devoted extensive effort to further identifying disparities.

Each year, for example, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality releases the National Healthcare Disparities Report and the National Healthcare Quality Report, which serve as annual updates on national progress toward achieving equity and high quality in health care.6 All fifty states began at least to some degree to compile and release health reports on populations of color or to develop action plans for promoting health equity.7

In the private sector, the insurer Aetna launched an initiative on disparities and began collecting data on enrollees’ race and ethnicity in order to identify disparities.8 Several health plans, including Aetna, banded together to create the National Health Plan Collaborative to share best practices for collecting race and ethnicity data and eliminating disparities.9 And several national foundations, such as the Commonwealth Fund and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, made sizable investments to promote the collection of race and ethnicity data for the identification of disparities.

As these efforts proceeded, so too did our understanding advance about the root causes of health disparities. In the past, many health care providers who recognized the poor health outcomes of patients of color attributed the causes to socioeconomic factors beyond physicians’ control.

Now, however, we understand that social determinants such as economic disadvantage and health care determinants such as poor-quality health care both play a major role in affecting health outcomes.10 Furthermore, within these two broad areas, myriad factors are at work. Within the field of social determinants, everything from income and education levels to location of neighborhoods can have differential effects on health. Within health care, factors that affect health outcomes include disparities in health insurance coverage, access to care, quality of care, prevalence of comorbidities, and patients’ adherence to prescribed treatment.

**Health Care Equity And Quality**

Because of the interlocking nature of disparities in health, disparities in health care, and the role of social determinants, there is a need to focus our health efforts on a critical goal: achieving equity by securing access by the entire population to the highest possible quality of health care. There are a number of reasons why this goal must be paramount.

**Mainstream Health Problems** First, what once may have been regarded “minority health status” is rapidly becoming “US health status.” Current projections by the Census Bureau are that by 2050, people of color will be in the majority in the United States.11 In fact, this shift in demographics has already occurred in major urban centers: More than half of US cities are now “majority minority” cities.12

**Growing Prevalence of Preventable Conditions** Second, as this racial and ethnic transformation of the population occurs, costly preventable health conditions are becoming more prevalent. Hypertension, diabetes, and stroke are among a number of conditions that are more common among African Americans and Hispanics than among non-Hispanic whites. The excess rates of disease in these populations cost an estimated $23.9 billion in 2009 and are projected to cost approximately $337 billion over the next ten years.13 Improving the health of these populations, and the quality and efficiency of the care they receive, must clearly play some role in bending the health care system’s staggering cost curve.

**Success of Quality Improvement Efforts** Third, quality improvement efforts have been clearly demonstrated to be an effective strategy for addressing health and health care disparities.14 For example, in 2003 Ashwini R. Seghal reported the results of a program to improve the medical care of Medicare patients who were not receiving adequate hemodialysis dosages.15

At the beginning of the intervention, there were health care disparities in appropriate hemodialysis doses: Only 36 percent of black Medicare enrollees were receiving adequate hemodialysis dosages, compared to 46 percent of white enrollees. After eight years of multiple quality improvement interventions, both white and black enrollees had vast improvements: 87 percent of whites and 84 percent of blacks received adequate hemodialysis dosages.

In effect, this was not a disparities interven-
tion but rather a quality improvement intervention. At the same time, the group most in need of quality improvement benefited the most from the intervention. The study demonstrated that basic quality improvement can provide a mechanism for promoting health care equity.

Disparities And Reform Efforts
Framing the elimination of health and health care disparities as a matter of quality is included in the Affordable Care Act of 2010, in section 4302. The law requires both the collection of race and ethnicity data and the reporting of quality performance measures stratified by race, ethnicity, and other demographic data. Quality improvement techniques all have in common using clinical performance data to monitor progress. Now, as health care plans and providers collect and report these data stratified by race and ethnicity, opportunities will surface to improve care for all.

Multiple interventions will surely be required to improve quality performance and narrow disparities, just as many different “micro-interventions” are needed in any quality improvement process, such as Lean or Six Sigma. Furthermore, any set of solutions for one type of disparity—for example, diabetes outcomes—might not be as effective for another type of disparity—for example, cancer screening rates. Nor will solutions for disparities among Latinos necessarily be the same as those for disparities among African Americans.

Context also matters. The root causes of disparities in Texas may be quite different from those in Massachusetts. Any action plan to eliminate an identified health disparity will require a tailored and multifaceted approach that considers the local context within which patients and health systems must function.

Articles in this issue of Health Affairs demonstrate the multiple interventions that can target the varied root causes of disparities, be they at the individual, health system, community, or societal level, and the powerful connection to quality improvement. For example, in their assessment of health care quality improvements in the Indian Health Service, Thomas Sequist and colleagues describe how these have improved care and outcomes for American Indian and Alaska Native populations. Similarly, Henry Pollack and colleagues describe how a New York City pilot program tackled disparities in hepatitis B prevalence through a systematic effort to draw Asian and other immigrants into screening and care.

Conclusion
We have made much progress in understanding that health and health care disparities exist. Now is the time to move beyond describing them to actually doing something about their elimination. Improving access to high-quality care holds promise as an effective intervention to improve health outcomes for populations of color. Access to high-quality care for populations of color can have the same impact on them as on majority populations: improving population health, improving patients’ experiences, and reducing health care costs. This issue of Health Affairs reminds us that these goals are not only necessary, but achievable as well.


Lean and Six Sigma are quality assurance systems adopted from the world of manufacturing and more recently applied to health care institutions and processes.


In this month’s Health Affairs, Anne Beal, president of the Aetna Foundation, writes that it’s time to move beyond describing health and health care disparities to actually eliminating them. She calls for focusing the effort on “one primary goal: achieving health equity by securing access for the entire population to the highest possible quality of health care.”

Beal observes that access to high-quality care for populations of color can have the same impact as it does for majority populations: improving population health, improving patients’ experiences of care, and reducing health care costs. At the same time, she urges patience. “It’s going to take a lot of interventions to really move the needle,” Beal says.
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